***** TJ's CUSTOM WORK PACKAGES *****

SIG SAUER: LEVEL ONE DELUXE $399
INCLUDES: A FULL DELUXE ACTION & TRIGGER JOB, SMOOTHING OUT ALL THE INTERNALS AS WELL AS THE SLIDE & BARREL FUNCTIONING, A TJ SHORT STAINLESS TRIGGER
( OR ROUND & POLISH STOCK TRIGGER ON MODELS THAT TJ TRIGGER IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR )
THROAT & POLISH THE BARREL AND FEED RAMP TO ENHANCE FEEDING RELIABILITY
+ FIT & POLISH THE EXTRACTOR TO ENHANCE CASE EXTRACTION AND HELP PREVENT EXTRACTOR BREAKAGE.
*SIG P225/P6 & P230/P232 + $20
*SIG P239 & Upgrade To Stainless Trigger ADD + $20
*ADD CUSTOM MAINSPRING + $15
**********************************************************************************

SIG SAUER: LEVEL TWO ( INCLUDES LEVEL ONE )
$750 (BLACK TEFapon) - $895 (CHROME OR NICKEL)
PLUS: INSTALL MEPROLIGHT TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS WITH "ORANGE GLO" FRONT SIGHT,
AND PLATE SLIDE AND SMALL PARTS IN YOUR CHOICE OF: NICKEL, HARD CHROME OR MATT BLACK TEFON
*( OLD MODEL SIG P220 WITH INTEGRAL FRONT SIGHT + $125 )
**********************************************************************************

SIG SAUER: LEVEL THREE ( INCLUDES LEVELS ONE & TWO )
$1050 (BLACK TEFON) - $1195 (CHROME OR NICKEL)
PLUS: FULL BOB OR SEMI-BOB HAMMER (ANY FINISH)
HEAT & BEND SLIDE CATCH FOR EASIER ACCESS (45o OR 90o OR ??o)
INSTALL A SET OF TJ STAINLESS GRIP SCREWS (ANY FINISH)
SATIN POLISHED BARREL HOOD - BARREL ROUND - BARREL TIP
SUPER GRIT-GRIP TAPE ON FRONT STRAP
**********************************************************************************

COLT 1911: LEVEL ONE *** MINIMUM - MINI RELIABILITY PACKAGE *** $125
INCLUDES: THROAT & POLISH THE BARREL AND FEED RAMP TO ENSURE FEEDING RELIABILITY
FIT & POLISH THE EXTRACTOR
(RECUT HOOK - ADJUST TENSION - BEVEL & POLISH FACE TO HELP PREVENT BREAKAGE)
BEVEL YOUR EJECTOR FOR PROPER EJECTION THROW ANGLE
SATIN POLISHED BARREL HOOD FOR SMOOTHER CYCLING
SURFACE & SMOOTH OFF BREECH FACE
**********************************************************************************

COLT 1911: LEVEL ONE *** FULL RELIABILITY PACKAGE *** $250
INCLUDES: THROAT & POLISH THE BARREL AND FEED RAMP TO ENSURE FEEDING RELIABILITY
FIT & POLISH THE EXTRACTOR
(RECUT HOOK - ADJUST TENSION - BEVEL & POLISH FACE TO HELP PREVENT BREAKAGE)
A CUSTOM EXTENDED AND BEVELED COMMANDER EJECTOR FOR PROPER EJECTION THROW ANGLE
MILLING THE EJECTION PORT LOWER TO ALLOW SPENT CASES TO EXIT UNRESTRICTED
SATIN POLISHED BARREL HOOD FOR SMOOTHER CYCLING
SURFACE & SMOOTH OFF BREECH FACE + CHECK ALL FUNCTIONING RELIABILITY
**********************************************************************************

COLT 1911: LEVEL TWO ( INCLUDES LEVEL ONE PACKAGE ) $750
PLUS: A FULL DELUXE ACTION & TRIGGER JOB
A CUSTOM MATCH COMMANDER HAMMER ( MODIFIED ED BROWN )
A CUSTOM 3 HOLE ALUMINUM MATCH TRIGGER
AND A DROP-IN BEAVERTAIL GRIP SAFETY
**********************************************************************************

COLT 1911: LEVEL THREE ( INCLUDES LEVEL ONE & TWO ) $1050
PLUS: A FLAT CHECKERED MAINSPRING HOUSING,
A FULL LENGTH GUIDE ROD ASSEMBLY
CUT FRAME AND INSTALL A STANDARD WILSON BEAVERTAIL GRIP SAFETY
SUPER GRIT-GRIP TAPE ON FRONT STRAP
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COLT 1911: LEVEL FOUR (INCLUDES LEVELS 1 + 2 + 3) $1495
PLUS INSTALL AN AMBIDEXTEROUS THUMB SAFETY
A CUSTOM EXTENDED SLIDE CATCH / STOP
A CHECKERED EXTENDED MAGAZINE RELEASE
BEVEL THE FRAME MAGAZINE WELL
AND A PAIR OF EXOTIC WOOD GRIPS (MY CHOICE)

**********************************************************************************

COLT 1911: LEVEL FIVE "FULL MATCH" (INCLUDES LEVELS 1 + 2 + 3 + 4) $3150
PLUS: A CUSTOM MATCH BARREL FITTED WITH A TJ TRI-MAG TRIPLE CHAMBER FULL PROFILE COMPENSATOR
AN S&A EXTENDED MAGAZINE WELL + FILE-FIT TO FRAME MAG WELL
STIPPLE THE TRIGGER GUARD AND FRAME FRONT STRAP
EXTRA SMOOTHING THROUGHOUT THE ACTION WORKS,
AND A FULL MATT TEFOLON COATING OR DURACOATING OVER THE ENTIRE GUN.

**********************************************************************************

REVOLVER: LEVEL ONE $275
INCLUDES: A FULL DELUXE ACTION JOB WITH INTERNAL FRAME POLISH
ROUND - RADIUS - & POLISH THE TRIGGER TO ENHANCE THE D.A. PULL
AND "ORANGE, GREEN, YELLOW, OR RED DAYGLO" HIGHLIGHTING ON THE FRONT SIGHT

**********************************************************************************

REVOLVER: LEVEL TWO (INCLUDES LEVEL ONE) $485
PLUS: TIME THE ACTION MECHANISM
BOB & REVERSE CUT THE HAMMER
INSTALL A FIXED EXTERNAL TRIGGER STOP TO CRISP UP THE PULL AND REMOVE ANY OVERTRAVEL
AND INSTALL A PAIR OF HOUGE RUBBER GRIPS.

**********************************************************************************

ALL MY ACTION JOBS INCLUDE:
SMOOTH OUT & LIGHTEN DOUBLE ACTION PULL 15% - 40% (DEPENDING ON GUN)
SMOOTH & LIGHTEN SINGLE ACTION TAKE UP + CRISP UP LET OFF "BREAK"
(NORMAL 3 - 3 1/2 LBS IF NOT SPECIFIED)
DEBurr & SMOOTH OUT BARREL AND SLIDE FOR IMPROVED FUNCTION RELIABILITY
CONTOUR & MIRROR POLISH ALL INTERNAL ACTION & FUNCTION CONTACT PARTS
SHORTEN MAINSPRING TO TUNE D.A. PULL
(UNLESS SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED NOT TO)
CHECK GENERAL CONDITION OF ALL INTERNAL PARTS AND THEIR FUNCTION
PRIMER TEST GUN FOR DETONATION RELIABILITY

*** IN CONTRACTING ANY WORK, YOU AGREE TO MY FULL DISCLAIMER DISCLOSURE

WORK TURNAROUND TIME (IN SHOP DOWN TIME)
SIG LEVEL ONE OR SIMILAR WORK / COLT LEVEL TWO / MATT TEFOLON: TYPICALLY 2-4 WEEKS
SIG LEVEL TWO / NICKEL PLATING / HARD CHROME: TYPICALLY 8 - 14 WEEKS
RUSH SERVICE IS AVAILABLE!
ONE WEEK +/- TURNAROUND: $100.00 EXTRA (+ SHIPPING CHARGES)
24 HOUR OVERNIGHT +/- TURNAROUND: $300.00 EXTRA (+ SHIPPING CHARGES)
$ PER GUN / NOT AVAILABLE ON NICKEL / HARD CHROME & CERTAIN OTHER JOBS
*** YOU MUST CALL AHEAD TO SCHEDULE RUSH JOBS ***
SIG SAUER PRICE LIST:

(MOST PRICES ARE APPLICABLE FOR: BERETTA - S&W - RUGER & TAURUS SEMI AUTOS)

(NOTE: Sig P245 prices are the same as the P220, and Sig P232 are the same as the P230)

DELCHEX ACTION JOB - MATCH QUALITY WORK (SEE NOTES BELOW) .......................................................... $295
*(INCLUDES ALL TRIGGER AND ACTION WORK & + SMOOTHING INSIDE SLIDE FOR FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY)
WITH CUSTOM MAINSPRING ............................................................................................................................. Add + $15
ACTION JOB ON D.A. AUTOS OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFIED ABOVE ..................................................... $175 - $350
TRIGGER: ROUND - RADIUS - POLISH (FOR IMPROVED D.A. FEEL & PULL THROUGH) .............................. $85
TJ STAINLESS SHORT TRIGGER (AVAILABLE IN SATIN POLISHED OR BLACK STAINLESS) (220-226-228-229) $65
TJ STAINLESS SHORT TRIGGER (FOR 225/P6 - 239 - SATIN OR POLISHED STAINLESS ONLY) .......... $95
THROAT & POLISH BARREL AND FEED RAMP ............................................................................................ $65
*(CONTOUR & MIRROR POLISH FOR EXTRA FEEDING RELIABILITY)
THROAT & POLISH BARREL AND FEED RAMP ON SIG 230/232 OR WALTHER PPK ........................................ $75
FIT & POLISH EXTRACTOR (CUT HOOK - POLISH FACE - BEVEL EDGES - ADJ. TENSION) ..................... $25
*(HELPS AGAINST BREAKAGE)
HAMMER: FULL BOB OFF SPUR = FOR NON SNAG DRAWING AND LIABILITY - MANDITORY D.A. FIRST SHOT $75
HAMMER:"SEMI-BOB" = ROUND OFF EDGES - BEVEL FROM REAR FOR DRAW-CUT ONE WAY SERRATIONS $125
TJ's "SIG-SAFE TRIGGER BLOCKING PUSH BUTTON SAFETY ................................................................. $495
*(AVAILABLE FOR 226,228,229,220,245,239) (DISCRETE WEAPON RETENTION SAFETY DEVICE)
*("SIG-SAFE" LIABILITY WAIVER MUST BE SIGNED PRIOR TO INSTALLATION)
SATIN POLISH BARREL ................................................................................................................................. $25
*(REMOVE BLUING AND SATIN FINISH ALL 7 ANGLES VIEWED THROUGH EJECTION PORT)
*(SmothS SLIDE FUNCTION AS WELL AS HELPS TO HIDE WEAR / SCRATCHES)
HIGH POLISH BARREL (POLISH ALL 7 ANGLES VIEWED THROUGH EJECTION PORT) ................................ $55
*(SmothS SLIDE FUNCTION)
JEWELL BARREL 3 SIDES (7 ANGLES INCLUDES PRE-POLISHING THE BARREL) ........................................ $125
JEWELL TOP OF BARREL ONLY (HIDES SCRATCHES / GALLING) (SIDES LEFT BLUE) .......................... $65
JEWELL EXTRACTOR (STAINLESS SLIDE MODEL GUNS ONLY (Type 2)) .................................................. $15
POLISH BARREL ROUND .......................................................................................................................... $15
POLISH BARREL TIP .................................................................................................................................... $10
POLISH GUIDE ROD ROUND ....................................................................................................................... $10
POLISH GUIDE ROD TIP ................................................................................................................................. $5
STAINLESS STEEL CUSTOM GUIDE ROD ..................................................................................................... $75
POLISH EXTERNAL SMALL PARTS (Decocker, Slide Catch, Mag Release, Etc) .............................................. EACH = $15-$45
TJ STAINLESS STEEL GRIP SCREWS FOR SIG SAUER PISTOLS - STANDARD SILVER OR BLACK STAINLESS $15
TJ STAINLESS STEEL GRIP SCREWS WITH A CUSTOM SATIN POLISH FINISH ........................................ $22
TJ STAINLESS STEEL GRIP SCREWS WITH A CUSTOM HIGH POLISH FINISH ........................................ $25
TJ STAINLESS STEEL GRIP SCREWS FOR SIG P239 IN BLACK STAINLESS ............................................ $18
REMOVE TRIGGER GUARD HOOK (TANG) (+ REFINISHING CHARGES) .................................................... $75
"ASP" RELIEVE CUT TRIGGER GUARD (FOR QUICKER FINGER ACCESS) (+REFINISHING) ...................... $150
STIPPLE OR SERRATE (HORIZONTAL) TRIGGER GUARD (+ REFINISHING CHARGES) ........................ $75
STIPPLE FRONT STRAP (+ REFINISHING CHARGES) ..................................................................................... $150
SERRATE (HORIZONTAL) FRONT STRAP (+ REFINISHING CHARGES) ....................................................... $250
SUPER GRIT-GRIP TAPE ON FRONT STRAP ................................................................................................ $35
*(FOR A GOOD POSITIVE GRIP ON YOUR GUN AT A FRACTION OF THE PRICE OF CHECKERING OR STIPPLING)
MELT JOB (POLISH & DE-BURR SHARP EDGES & CORNERS) (+ REFINISHING CHARGES) ......................... $100 - $150
60% PLATING - HARD CHROME OR NICKEL (SLIDE AND ALL EXTERNAL SMALL PARTS) .................... $350
60% PLATING - MATTE BLACK TEFILON (SLIDE AND ALL EXTERNAL SMALL PARTS) ............................. $195
MATT BLACK TEFILON ENTIRE PISTOL (COMPLETE EXTERNAL PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION & GLARE) $350
DURACOAT ENTIRE PISTOL (COMPLETE EXTERNAL PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION) .............. $350 - $495
*(ALL COLORS AVAILABLE OR COMBINATION OF COLORS - PATTERNS - CAMO "EXTRA") (Needs 4 Week Cure Time)
NICKEL PLATE ENTIRE PISTOL (MATTE - BRUSHED SATIN -) (+ RECOMMEND MATT TEXTURE ON FRAME) $495
(HIGH GLOSS POLISHED ADD +$50)
HARD CHROME ENTIRE PISTOL (MATT - BRUSHED SATIN) (MATT FINISH ON FRAME ONLY) ................ $495
(HIGH GLOSS POLISHED ADD +$50)
24K PLATING ON SLIDE AND SMALL PARTS (HIGH GLOSS) (FOR SHOW NOT CONSTANT WEAR) .......... $650
CUSTOM MARBLE ANODIZING ON FRAME * (YOUR COLOR(S) WITH CONTRASTING MARBLE SWIRLING).......... $399
DELUXE MARBLE ANODIZING ON FRAME * (SAME AS ABOVE WITH A PRE-POLISH ON FRAME)............... $499
CUSTOM ANODIZING ON FRAME * (MATTE FINISH) (ANY ONE COLOR or BLACK).............................. $250
CUSTOM ANODIZING ON FRAME * (SEMI-GLOSS FINISH) (ANY ONE COLOR or BLACK)........................ $275
SIG P229 ½ SLIDE POLISH (POLISH SLIDE FACE - LEAVE TOP OF SLIDE BLACK FOR TWO TONE EQUINOX EFFECT) $295
SIG P229 POLISH ENTIRE SLIDE HIGH GLOSS (WILL BLUR LETTERING AND SMOOTH SERRATIONS)........ $350
TJ "SIG-COMP" 2 PORT COMPENSATOR INSTALLED ON YOUR EXTENDED BARREL............................... $695
* (INCLUDES COMPENSATOR (PART), THREADING OF YOUR EXTENDED BARREL, & COMPENSATOR FITTING)
TJ "SIG-COMP" 2 PORT COMPENSATOR + NEW MATCH STAINLESS BARREL INSTALLED.............................. $1150
* (INCLUDES COMPENSATOR, MATCH EXTENDED BARREL, THREADING, BARREL & COMP FITTING)
FIT - INSTALL BARSTO BARREL + REMOVE MACHINE / TOOL MARKS & BLEMS (YOU SUPPLY BARREL) $100-$150
TJ "BERETTA TRI-MAG" 5 PORT COMPENSATOR INSTALLED (FACTORY BARREL IS OK).............................. $795
* (INCLUDES COMPENSATOR (PART), THREADING OF YOUR BARREL, & COMPENSATOR FITTING)
* (USE YOUR STOCK BARREL OR ADD A STAINLESS MATCH BARREL BELOW FOR $295)
MATCH STAINLESS BARREL INSTALLED + REMOVE MACHINE / TOOL MARKS + SATIN POLISH.................. $295 - $395
* (BERETTA 92FS/M9 - SIG SAUER - SPRINGFIELD XD - GLOCK - MISC SEMIAUTOS)
BERETTA 92F/M9 MILLETT ADJUSTABLE TARGET SIGHTS WITH ACCURIZER PADS................................. $295
SLIDE CATCH OR DECOCKER - HEAT* & BEND (SPECIFY WHICH YOU WANT OR BOTH x2 $)............... $85
* (SLIGHTLY DISCOLORS THE STEEL / REFINISHING IS EXTRA $)
TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS (MEPROLIGHT - TJ'S PREFERRED BRAND) (225-P6-226-228-229-239-NEWER 220) $155
TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS (AMERIGLO OR TRIJICON) (225-226-228-229-239-NEWER 220) ..................... $185
TRITIUM ADJUSTABLE NIGHT SIGHTS - MEPROLIGHT ......................................................................... $295
TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS FOR OLD MODEL P220 OR P230 ................................................................. $250-$295
* (ALL SIGHT PRICES ABOVE INCLUDE PARTS & LABOR)
SIGHT INSTALLATION ON CUSTOMER SUPPLIED SIGHTS ................................................................. (Typically $45-$55) .......... $45-$95
DAYGLO "ORANGE GLO" OR "GREEN GLO" HIGHLIGHT ON ANY FRONT SIGHT ......................... $15
SIGHTING IN PISTOLS ......................................................................................................................... $75
SIGHTING IN PISTOLS ......................................................................................................................... (YOU SUPPLY THE AMMO) $45
GUN CLEANING - FULL DETAILED CLEANING & INSPECTION ....................................................... $95
MINIMUM GUN CLEANING CHARGE (BASIC / QUICK CLEANING & OIL) ......................................... $35
* (If you send your gun to me filthy or greasy, you WILL be charged this "MINIMUM GUN CLEANING FEE")
**"MINIMUM GUN CLEANING FEE" does NOT include complete disassembly or barrel scrubbing/deleading.
*(NOTE: GUN(S) WILL BE RETURNED AS YOU SENT THEM UNLESS YOU ORDER CLEANING)

COLT 1911 PRICE GUIDE (PRICES ARE THE SAME FOR MOST 1911 PISTOLS)

TRIGGER JOB ONLY = (CUT THE HAMMER / SEAR ONLY) ................................................................. $195
* (BASICALLY WHAT MOST "OTHER GUNSMITHS" CALL AN ACTION JOB)
COMPLETE ACTION AND MATCH TRIGGER JOB = INCLUDES EXTRA SMOOTHING & POLISHING IN SLIDE ETC. $295
* (INCLUDES REWORKING AND POLISHING ALL INTERNAL FUNCTION PARTS AS WELL AS SMOOTHING SLIDE BARREL)
SERIES '80 TO '70 CONVERSION SHIM (TO REPLACE FIRING PIN BLOCK ACTUATORS - MATCH GUNS) .... $8
CUSTOM MATCH ALUMINUM TRIGGER INSTALLED * (PART & LABOR) ........................................... $85
***** (INCLUDES REMOVING BOTH FORE & AFT TRAVEL AND SLOP) ******
CUSTOM MATCH ALUMINUM TRIGGER INSTALLED ON GOLD CUP OR PARA ORD ............................. $95 - $125
REWORK / REBUILT YOUR ALUMINUM TRIGGER * (LABOR TO MAKE IT SIMILAR TO A MATCH TRIGGER) .... $50
CUSTOM MATCH COMMANDER HAMMER INSTALLED ................................................................. $95
CUT ONE WAY SERRATIONS OR CHECKER HAMMER (FOR EASIER COCKING) (LABOR) ................ $65
CUT BEAVERTAIL NOTCH AND/OR HAMMER TO ACCOMODATE STANDARD MATCH HAMMER .. $25
* (REQUIRED ON SOME SPRINGFIELD & PARAOORD UNLESS BOTH HAMMER & GRIP SAFETY ARE REPLACED)
THROAT & POLISH BARREL AND FEED RAMP * ........................................................................ $65
* (CONTOUR / ANGLE / MIRROR POLISH TO ASSURE FEEDING RELIABILITY)
FIT & POLISH EXTRACTOR ................................................................................................................. $25
* (RECURT HOOK - ADJUST TENSION - BEVEL - POLISH FACE TO HELP PREVENT BREAKAGE)
INSTALL CUSTOM EXTENDED EJECTOR (INCLUDES FITTING & ANGLE OF THROUGH ADJUSTMENT) .... $45
MII EJECTION PORT LOWER TO ALLOW UNRESTRICTED EJECTION .................................................. $85
SATIN POLISH BARREL (REMOVE BLUING AND SATIN FINISH SECTION VIEWED THROUGH EJECTION PORT) $25
** (SMOOTHS SLIDE FUNCTION)
HIGH POLISH BARREL (POLISH SECTION VIEWED THROUGH EJECTION PORT - SMOOTH SIDE FUNCTION) $55
JEWELL BARREL (INCLUDES PRE-POLISHING THE BARREL (ABOVE)) ............................................. $125
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTING IN PISTOLS (YOU SUPPLY THE AMMO)</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPER GRIT-GRIP TAPE ON FRONT STRAP</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERRATE (HORIZONTAL) FRONT STRAP (REFINISHING CHARGES)</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTENDED OR AMBI SAFETY INSTALLED (PARTS &amp; LABOR)</td>
<td>$65 - $175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPENSATORS (PARTS) (9mm/.45/.38 SUPER)</td>
<td>$150 - $800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATCH BARRELS (PARTS)</td>
<td>$195 - $295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELT JOB (POLISH &amp; DE-BURR SHARP EDGES &amp; CORNERS)</td>
<td>$95 - $195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLETT ADJUSTABLE SIGHTS FOR MISC HANDGUNS (NO LONGER AVAILABLE FOR 1911)</td>
<td>$175 - $275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS (STAKE-ON COLT 1911) (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS - MILL CUT DOVETAIL FOR FRONT SIGHT (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS - GUNS WITH EXISTING DOVETAIL FOR FRONT SIGHT (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS FOR OTHER Pistols (FIXED OR ADJUSTABLE - VARIOUS BRANDS)</td>
<td>$175 - $375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELT JOB (POLISH &amp; DE-BURR SHARP EDGES &amp; CORNERS)</td>
<td>$95 - $195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATCH BARRELS (PARTS)</td>
<td>$195 - $295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS (STAKE-ON COLT 1911) (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS - MILL CUT DOVETAIL FOR FRONT SIGHT (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS - GUNS WITH EXISTING DOVETAIL FOR FRONT SIGHT (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS FOR OTHER Pistols (FIXED OR ADJUSTABLE - VARIOUS BRANDS)</td>
<td>$175 - $375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ALL SIGHT PRICES ABOVE INCLUDE PARTS &amp; LABOR)</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S &amp; A MAGAZINE WELL INSTALLED (DOES NOT INCLUDE BEVELING FRAME WELL OR MODIFYING PART)</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTENDED BEAVERTAIL GRIP SAFETY (PART)</td>
<td>$35 - $65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECKER MAGAZINE RELEASE (LABOR)</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECKER TRIGGER GUARD (FRONT) (+ REFINISHING CHARGES)</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIPPLE OR SERRATE (HORIZONTAL) TRIGGER GUARD (+ REFINISHING CHARGES)</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIPPLE FRONT STRAP (+ REFINISHING CHARGES)</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S &amp; A MAGAZINE WELL INSTALLED (DOES NOT INCLUDE BEVELING FRAME WELL OR MODIFYING PART)</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL LENGTH RECOIL GUIDE ROD &amp; BUFFER INSTALLED</td>
<td>$45 - $85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTENDED OR AMBI SAFETY INSTALLED (PARTS &amp; LABOR)</td>
<td>$65 - $175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAT AND / OR CHECKERED MAINSPRING HOUSING INSTALLED</td>
<td>$50 - $85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEVEL MAGAZINE WELL (LABOR)</td>
<td>$45 - $95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S &amp; A MAGAZINE WELL INSTALLED (DOES NOT INCLUDE BEVELING FRAME WELL OR MODIFYING PART)</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELT JOB (POLISH &amp; DE-BURR SHARP EDGES &amp; CORNERS)</td>
<td>$95 - $195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLETT ADJUSTABLE SIGHTS FOR MISC HANDGUNS (NO LONGER AVAILABLE FOR 1911)</td>
<td>$175 - $275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS (STAKE-ON COLT 1911) (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS - MILL CUT DOVETAIL FOR FRONT SIGHT (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS - GUNS WITH EXISTING DOVETAIL FOR FRONT SIGHT (NON ADJUSTABLE)</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS FOR OTHER Pistols (FIXED OR ADJUSTABLE - VARIOUS BRANDS)</td>
<td>$175 - $375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ALL SIGHT PRICES ABOVE INCLUDE PARTS &amp; LABOR)</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTING INSTALLATION ON CUSTOMER SUPPLIED SIGHTS</td>
<td>$45 - $195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRYLIC SIGHT INSERTS INSTALLED IN ANY FRONT SIGHT (&quot;RED RAMP&quot; OR ANY COLOR)</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ORANGE, GREEN OR RED GLO&quot; HIGHLIGHT INSTALLED ON ANY SIGHT (FLORESCENT DAY GLOW)</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP INLAYS CUT &amp; RECESSED INTO YOUR GRIPS (LABOR ONLY - PER SIDE)</td>
<td>$35 - $95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;(CHARMS/PINS/EARRINGS/-mini badges/anything flat)&quot; (&quot;Wood or Rubber&quot; - Other Grip Materials EXTRA $)</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYGLO &quot;ORANGE GLO&quot; OR &quot;GREEN GLO&quot; HIGHLIGHT INSTALLED ON ANY FRONT SIGHT</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTING IN PISTOLS (+ SUPPLY THE AMMO)</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUN CLEANING - FULL DETAILED CLEANING &amp; INSPECTION (+ YOU SUPPLY THE AMMO)</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIMUM GUN CLEANING CHARGE (BASIC / QUICK CLEANING &amp; OIL)</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(If you send your gun to me filthy or greasy, you WILL be charged this &quot;MINIMUM GUN CLEANING FEE&quot;)</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;MINIMUM GUN CLEANING FEE&quot; does NOT include complete disassembly or barrel scrubbing/de-leading. (NOTE: GUN(S) WILL BE RETURNED AS YOU SENT THEM UNLESS YOU ORDER CLEANING)</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REVOLVER PRICE GUIDE:**

- DELUXE ACTION JOB WITH COMPLETE INTERNAL FRAME POLISH                    | $195        |
- *(INCLUDES EXTRA SMOOTHING, POLISHING & TUNING)*                         | $150        |
- BASIC ACTION JOB (LIGHTEN & REDUCE TRIGGER PULL) (NO INTERNAL FRAME POLISH ETC) | $150        |
- P.D. DUTY ACTION JOB (SMOOTH & REDUCE D.A. YET RETAIN 3 LB + SINGLE ACTION AS PER REGS) | $225        |
- TIME ACTION (ELIMINATE TWO STAGE LOCKING EFFECT ON S&W REVOLVERS)       | $20         |
- RUGER DOUBLE ACTION OR DAN WESSON REVOLVERS                             | $20         |
TJ’s Custom Gunworks JANUARY 2012 Price Guide

ROUND / RADIUS / AND POLISH TRIGGER ( SATIN POLISH OR MIRROR POLISH ) ................................. $65 - $95
*( IMPROVES DOUBLE ACTION FEEL & STROKE TO "ROLL WITH THE PULL"

SKIN & POLISH HAMMER ...................................................................................................................... $100

BOB OFF HAMMER SPUR ( FOR NON-SNAG DRAWS & LIABILITY )( MAKES GUN D.A. ONLY ON FIRST SHOT ) $75
BOB OFF HAMMER SPUR AND REVERSE CUT ( MORE COSMETIC - FOLLOWS FRAME CONTOUR BETTER ) $100

INSTALL FIXED EXTERNAL TRIGGER STOP ON TRIGGER GUARD ........................................................ $95
*( ELIMINATES OVER TRAVEL AND CRISPS UP PULL )

INSTALL SIGHT RIBS AND / OR SCOPE BASES ( + PARTS ) ................................................................. $95 - $350
*( DRILL / TAP / AND INSTALLATION LABOR ONLY)

REVOLVER BULL BARRELS AND / OR COMPENSATORS INSTALLED ..................................................... P.O.R.

ROUND BUTT CONVERSION ON SQUARE BUTT FRAME ( GRIPS & REFINISHING NOT INCLUDED ) .......... $150 - $195

TJ ELECTROPORTING LIKE MAGNAPORTING EXCEPT HAS DETAILED LIGHTNING BOLT SHAPE ) .......... $350 - $550

BARREL PORTING ( SERIES OF ROUND EXHAUST PORTS TO COMPENSATE MUZZLE RISE ) ............... $250 - $450

RIFLE PRICE GUIDE

TRIGGER JOB ( LIGHTEN & CRISP UP TRIGGER PULL ) ............................................................................ $150 - $300
RIFLE ACTION & TRIGGER JOB ( SMOOTH OUT BOLT ACTION + TRIGGER JOB ) ........................................ $175 - $375
SEMI AUTO RIFLE TRIGGER JOB ( LIGHTEN TRIGGER PULL ) ............................................................... $175 - $350
RIFLE OR SEMI AUTO - THROAT & POLISH FEED RAMP (AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE / ACCESSIBLE) ............... $85

CUSTOM JEWELLING ( DIAMOND POLISHING ) PRICE GUIDE

AUTO PISTOL BARREL ............................................................................................................................... $75 - $150
HAMMER OR TRIGGER ( *AFTER POLISHING + POLISHING CHARGES IF APPLICABLE ) ...................... $25 - $45
REVOLVER 85% JEWELL & POLISH ( AS PICTURED ON BUSINESS CARD ) ............................................. $895
*( JEWELL FRAME FACE + POLISH CYL - BARREL - UNDER FRAME ) ( * HAMMER & TRIGGER EXTRA )

CUSTOM FINISH ALTERATIONS PRICE GUIDE :  
( PRICES SHOWN ARE FOR HANDGUNS ) (**PLEASE READ NOTATIONS ON NEXT PAGE)

HIGH POLISH STAINLESS STEEL GUNS ................................................................................................. $295 - $495
HIGH POLISH STAINLESS STEEL SLIDE ( NOTE: LETTERING MAY BE BLURRED OR FADED FROM BUFFING ) $350
REBLUEING - STANDARD COMMERCIAL GRADE .................................................................................. $295 - $395
BLACK OXIDE REBLUEING - STANDARD COMMERCIAL GRADE ....................................................... $295 - $395
*( DARKER / BLACKER THEN STANDARD BLUEING )

DEEP HIGH GLOSS REBLUEING ( SUPER DELUXE GRADE ) .............................................................. $395-$495
*( SIMILAR TO PYTHON OR GODDCUP BLUEING )

MATT BLACK TEFON PLATING (A 100% FLAT POROUS BLACK FINISH ) .................................................. $195 - $395
MATT TEFON ON SLIDE ONLY .................................................................................................................. $150
MATT TEFON ON FRAME ONLY ................................................................................................................ $165
*( EXCELLENT FINISH FOR HIDING RUST PITTING OR SCRATCHES OR TO COVER UP WORN OUT GUNS)
*( 100% NON REFLECTIVE - 100% NON CORROSIVE EXTERNAL FINISH )
DURACOAT ENTIRE PISTOL ( COMPLETE EXTERNAL PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION ) ............ $350 - $495
*( ALL COLORS AVAILABLE OR COMBINATION OF COLORS - PATTERNS - CAMO *Extra$ )
*( DURACOAT Needs 4 Week Cure Time To Fully Harden & Protect )
NICKEL PLATING ( MATT - BRUSHED SATIN - OR HIGH GLOSS ) ................................................................. $395 - $595
HARD CHROME ( STAINLESS STEEL PLATING ) ( MATT - BRUSHED SATIN - OR POLISHED ) ............... $395 - $595
½ GUN PLATED ( ANY FINISH ) ................................................................................................................... $195 - $350
TWO TONE PLATING ..................................................................................................................................... + $25
24K GOLD PLATING ON SLIDE OR FRAME .............................................................................................. $395 - $595
24K GOLD / ANTIQUE GOLD / OR ANTIQUE SILVER PLATING ON SMALL PARTS( EACH ) ............... $55 - $95
GOLD OR SILVER FILL IN LETTERING ...................................................................................................... $15 - $95
*( QUALITY OF FILLING DEPENDS ON DEPTH OF LETTERING AND POROSITY OF FINISH )

*** REFINISHING NOTES : 
REMOVING CASTING PITS - FACTORY MACHINE MARKS - METAL GRAINING - DEEP SCRATCHES OR DEEP 
RUST PITTING COST EXTRA AND WILL NOT BE REMOVED UNLESS REQUESTED PRIOR TO STARTING WORK!!!
PLEASE NOTE ON PLATING & REFINISHING PRICING:
MY REFINISHING PRICES MAY INITIALLY APPEAR HIGHER THAN SOME OF MY COMPETITORS, THIS IS BECAUSE MY PLATING PRICES ALSO INCLUDE METAL PREPARATION BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER THE ACTUAL PLATING. THIS IS THE ONLY WAY TO ASSURE THAT ANY UNWANTED POROSITY WILL BE ELIMINATED AND THUS NOT EFFECT THE FUNCTION PARTS. MY PLATING PRICES ALSO INCLUDE CLEANING UP AND INSPECTING ALL INTERNAL PARTS AS WELL AS PROPERLY FITTING PARTS AFTER PLATING, NOT JUST SLOPPING EVERYTHING BACK TOGETHER.
ASK MY COMPETITORS IF THEY DO ALL THIS . . . THEN COMPARE PRICING.

*** REFINISHING NOTES :
REMOVING CASTING PITS - FACTORY MACHINE MARKS - METAL GRAINING - DEEP SCRATCHES OR DEEP RUST PITTING COST EXTRA AND WILL NOT BE REMOVED UNLESS REQUESTED PRIOR TO STARTING WORK!!!

TJ OFFERS MANY OTHER CUSTOM SERVICES INCLUDING:
CUSTOM FRAME CUTDOWNS FOR SPECIAL CARRY APPLICATIONS
CUSTOM FINGER GROOVE ADDITIONS WELDED ON TO FRAME
SUPER EXTENDED SAFETIES & SLIDE CATCHES MADE TO ORDER
COMPLETE MATCH - IPSC - PPC - PIN - & PLATE GUNS
BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

( MOST CUSTOM PROJECTS ARE BILLED AT "STANDARD SHOP RATE" = $120 PER HOUR )

TJ's CUSTOM PARTS - ( PARTS ONLY FOR YOUR GUNSMITH INSTALLATION )

TJ - SIG SAUER - STAINLESS STEEL - SHORT TRIGGERS $65.00
AVAILABLE IN SATIN POLISHED OR BLACK STAINLESS FOR P220-226-228-229-245
P225 / P6 – P239 – SATIN OR POLISHED STAINLESS $95.00 )
+ $5.00 S & H - USPS Uninsured or $8 Fully Insured.

TJ - SIG SAUER - STAINLESS STEEL - HEX HEAD GRIP SCREWS
( AVAILABLE IN SILVER OR BLACK STAINLESS FOR ALL MODELS )
( PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL AND COLOR WHEN ORDERING )
STANDARD = ONLY $15.00 PER SET ( INCLUDES ALLEN WRENCH )
+ $4.00 S&H Per Set USPS Uninsured or $8 Fully Insured.
CUSTOM High Polished or Satin Polished Stainless Screws $25.00 ( +S/H )
LIMITED TIME ONLY - Sig P239 BLACK STAINLESS Screws $18.00 ( +S/H )

TJ TRI-MAG TRIPLE CHAMBER COMPENSATORS FOR 1911
AVAILABLE IN .45 - 9mm / 38 SUPER - 3 PROGRESSIVE TOP PORTS + 2 SIDE PORTS
$275.00 ( WHITE - CARBON STEEL ) OR $375.00 ( STAINLESS STEEL ) + $9.95 S&H

TJ "SIG-COMP" DOUBLE CHAMBER STAINLESS COMPENSATORS FOR ALL SIG PISTOLS
( AVAILABLE IN .45 - .40 - .357SIG / 9mm / 38 SUPER )
((( NOTE: YOU WILL NEED AN EXTENDED THREADED BARREL TO INSTALL )))
$395.00 ( STAINLESS STEEL ) + $9.95 S&H

TJ BERETTA TRI-MAG TRIPLE CHAMBER COMPENSATORS
( 3 PROGRESSIVE TOP PORTS + 2 SIDE PORTS )
( AVAILABLE IN 9mm ) ( .40 AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER BASIS +$50 )
((( NOTE: YOU WILL NEED TO THREAD YOUR BARREL TO INSTALL )))
ONLY $495.00 ( STAINLESS STEEL ) + $9.95 S&H

TJ's - COLT SERIES '80 TO '70 CONVERSION SHIMS
TO REPLACE AND ELIMINATE COLT '80 SERIES FIRING PIN BLOCK ACTUATORS
THESE ARE THE ORIGINALS ! THESE ARE MADE FROM PRECISION GROUND STOCK !
ONLY $4.75 + $1.00 EACH S&H - OR $45.00 FOR 10 + $8.00 S&H
**SHIPPING ADDRESS & INSTRUCTIONS:**
RETURN UPS & INSURANCE CHARGES (PER GUN)
SHIPPING LEGALITY & TARIFF ON THE BOTTOM ½ OF THIS WEB LINK

PRIORITY / OVERNIGHT SHIPPING - Standard box size $115
(Fedex or UPS of my selection) (Basic insurance included)

PRIORITY / OVERNIGHT SHIPPING - Oversize box size $135
(Fedex or UPS of my selection) (Basic insurance included)

CALIFORNIA DISCOUNT PRIORITY / OVERNIGHT SHIPPING - Standard box size $95
(Fedex or UPS of my selection) (Basic insurance included)

2 Day Air - ** UNINSURED $55
GROUND - ** UNINSURED $38
*Extra $1000 - $1500 Insurance = $10
*Extra $1500 - $2500 Insurance = $18
*Extra $2500 - $3500 Insurance = $25
Hawaii or Alaska SHIPPING UPCHARGE $35.00

*** I AM willing to ship on YOUR UPS or FEDEX account ($10 Service fee to cover my pick-up & packing)
PRIORITY OVERNIGHT SHIPPING ONLY - FULLY INSURED ONLY
You MUST supply me a pre-filled shipping ship with your account# & information
(I need two copies, one copy for shipping & one copy for my shipping records)

* You may request insurance amount $ from me by what your think you gun, parts, & custom work will cost to REPLACE.
** If I ship OTHER then PRIORITY OVERNIGHT SHIPPING I will ship your gun in PARTS (not an assembled gun) and it will be up to you to ENSURE that any loss or damage claim will be named & labeled as PARTS ONLY = NO FRAME/RECEIVER or they will NOT PAY ANY INSURANCE! I will do my part, but you will ultimately be responsible and have to do your part, together maybe we can stop UPS from taking advantage of us all.

Shipping Directions:
Q: OK, I decided I want you to do some work on my gun, now what?
A: You simply send me your gun directly, via UPS or FedEx (NOT US MAIL / U.S. Postal service), INCLUDE WORK PAYMENT IN THE BOX WITH YOUR GUN.
(CASH, Money Order, or Cashiers Check / Bank Check are the ONLY accepted payment methods)
(NO CREDIT CARDS, NO CHECKS, NO I.O.U.’s, Etc.)
Personally I recommend that you do not tell the "mail store clerk" that you are shipping a gun,
I suggest saying it is machine parts instead, but that is your judgment call, not mine.
I am a licensed FFL dealer and it IS legal to ship to me.
Please mark the outside of the box "DELIVER AFTER 11:00 AM ONLY"
DO make sure you insure the parcel for at LEAST the replacement cost + payments.
Please ship in the SMALLEST box that will still protect your gun.
UPS charges for "dimensional weight" as well as "actual weight" whichever is greater.
(ie: a big box that weighs 3lbs, will be billed at 12lbs = $50 additional fees)
Please also be sure to read the LEGALITY & TARIFF rules for UPS / FedEx.
The delivery address for UPS or FedEx ONLY is:
TJ's Custom - 3347 Caroline Ave. - Culver City - CA - 90232
NO "DROP OFF" OR VISITORS ALLOWED - NO EXCEPTIONS!